7 Articles of the Constitution Flip Book

Your job is to create a flipbook using four different color sheets of paper that I will provide. Each paper will have an individual article of the Constitution on it so that all 7 articles are described and depicted in the flipbook. I will show you an example of a flipbook in class, however my example is lacking some things that your flipbook will need to include to earn full credit.

Criteria:

1. All tabs are numbered and labeled neatly based on each individual article. (10 pts)

2. All seven articles include a 4 to 5 sentence paragraph describing what the article is about. This can be hand written or typed. (10 pts)

3. All seven articles have pictures symbolizing the main idea(s) in the article. (10 pts)

4. You can draw these symbols, print and color clip art pictures, or cut images out from magazines. (10 pts)

5. The flipbook has to be neatly put together and pleasing to the eye. (10 pts)

This assignment will be worth 50 points